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More than 4 years' experience as an Infantryman in the Army. Conducted foot, and 
mounted patrols. Maintained guard positions and kept 24 hour surveillance. Assumed
role as leader for 6 man teams. Coordinated guard positions which led to successful 
night watch shifts resulting in documenting suspicious activity leading to mission 
success.

EXPERIENCE

Infantryman
ABC Corporation - NOVEMBER 2004 – JULY 2007

 Opposed members of enemy ground forces in an effort to destroy or 
capture enemy forces, using the rifle, during combat and training 
operations.

 Constructed field fortifications, including wire entanglements and 
roadblocks, using handtools, barbed wire, and lumber.

 Examined equipment and weapons to detect malfunctions.
 Repaired weapons and equipment, using items such as hand tools, 

oil, and rags.
 Deployed, positioned, fired and maintained crew-served weapons 

such as the recoilless rifle, during training and combat missions.
 Assisted superior in leading and directing personnel in combat 

missions and during maneuvers and tactical problems.
 Assisted superior in coordinating fire and movement with other 

friendly units.

Infantryman 
ABC Corporation - 2003 – 2004

 Lead supervised and served as a member of an infantry unit of 10-20 
people.

 Supervised security for $100 million of highly sensitive equipment 
resulting in zero loss in a three year period.

 Deployed to Afghanistan December 2011- December 2012.
 Learned to communicate with other cultures and adapted to new 

environments.
 Expertly managed and developed investigated reports.
 Made verbal reports to ensure all the work was complete.
 Used communication to help others in need.

EDUCATION

 GED - (Hill College - Hillsboro, TX)
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SKILLS

BLS CPR, DOD Hazmat Awareness, Team Management, MS Office.
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